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a b s t r a c t

Systemic risk refers to the possibility of a collapse of an entire financial system or market,
differing from the risk associated with any particular individual or a group pertaining
to the system, which may include banks, government, brokers, and creditors. After the
2008 financial crisis, a significant amount of effort has been directed to the study of
systemic risk and its consequences around theworld. Although it is very difficult to predict
when people begin to lose confidence in a financial system, it is possible to model the
relationships among the stock markets of different countries and perform a Monte Carlo-
type analysis to study the contagion effect. Because some larger and stronger markets
influence smaller ones, a model inspired by a catalytic chemical model is proposed. In
chemical reactions, reagents with higher concentrations tend to favor their conversion to
products. In order tomodulate the conversion process, catalyzersmay be used. In thiswork,
a mathematical modeling is proposed with bases on the catalytic chemical reaction model.
More specifically, the Hang Seng and Dow Jones indices are assumed to dominate Ibovespa
(the Brazilian Stock Market index), such that the indices of strong markets are taken as
being analogous to the concentrations of the reagents and the indices of smaller markets
as concentrations of products. The role of the catalyst is to model the degree of influence of
one index on another. The actual data used to fit themodel parameter consisted of theHang
Seng index, Dow Jones index, and Ibovespa, since 1993. ‘‘What if’’ analyseswere carried out
considering some intervention policies.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main idea in this work is to propose a dynamic model for the behavior of stock markets at times when people lose
confidence in the financial system. Several authors have treated this subject using a variety of mathematical modeling
techniques, such as Farmer [1,2], Gracia [3], Sornette [4,5] and Stokey [6], among others. In previous work, the authors
adapted the well-known Lotka–Volterra model to describe the cyclic movements in the stock market [7]. Here, a model is
proposed with a basis on the equations presented by Bagley et al. [8,9], which were originally used to describe chemical
reactions in terms of differential equations. Although the mathematical model is quite simple, it was found to yield very
intricate dynamics that can be associated with actual financial data.

The crucial step is to note that stock market dynamics resembles the evolution of chemical reactions, if instead of the
concentration of reagents, one considers average financial indices. In other words, the influence of markets A and B on
market C can have retroactions that influence markets A and B, with the dynamics related to the presence of a catalyzer,
which would represent the interactions. In a more complex scenario, it is possible to make an analogy, viewing the stock
market as a network as in [10]. A major difference, however, is the presence of random fluctuations in the financial data. In
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Fig. 1. Data used in the case study. Stock market indices of China, USA, and Brazil (1993–2007).

order to model these fluctuations, random terms needs to be incorporated into the model. Then, when the model inspired
by chemical reactions is used to simulate the stock market, the influence of the fluctuations can be seen to lead, eventually,
to panic-like behavior. Therefore, the proposed model can be of value in assessing the effect of the various parameters on
the market, contributing to a better understanding of the phenomena related to the systemic risk.

A case study using actual data from China, USA, and Brazil to fit the model parameters is included (Fig. 1) to illustrate the
results that can be obtained in terms of controlling the systemic risk in a financial system.

2. Mathematical model

According to Bagley [8], an example of the simpler type of chemical reaction is reversible polymerization, in which
two polymers either condense to form a single longer polymer, or a single polymer cleaves into two shorter polymers.
For instance, the reaction in which y1 and y2 join together to form y3 can be represented by

y1 + y2 � y3 + H,

where H represents water.
For this simple reaction, the change in the concentration of polymer y3 is described by the differential equation

dy3
dt

= k1y1y2 − k2H,

where k1 is the constant rate for the forward reaction and k2 the constant rate for the backward reaction.
In this work, an additional parameter is included, representing a catalyzer (a1) that accelerates the reaction from y1 and

y2 to y3. The term involving H is removed, as it does not have any interesting analogy with financial variables.
Now, the model in the form of differential equations becomes

dy1
dt

= a1 (−a2y1 + a3y3)

dy2
dt

= a1 (−a4y2 + a5y3)

dy3
dt

= a6y1y2 − a3y2 + a1a2y1 + a1a4y2,

(1)

where a2, a3, a4, and a5 are constants. The analogywith a stockmarket is obtained by associating, for instance, the variable y1
with the Hang Seng index (HSI), y2 with the Dow Jones index, and y3 with the Ibovespa (the Brazilian Stock Market index).
In this case, the HSI and Dow Jones index affect Ibovespa via the term (a6y1y2), so that the Brazilian index tends to rise
with rate a6. On the other hand, if the Dow Jones index loses value, it affects Ibovespa negatively via the term a3y2. These
investments that go out from Brazil reinforce the HSI and the Dow Jones index via terms a3y3 and a5y3, respectively. The
terms a1a2y1 + a1a4y2 represent investments that flow out from HSI and Dow Jones index in the direction of the Brazilian
stock market.

3. Data set normalization

In order to cope with the difference in the size of the economies, it is recommended to normalize the data, so as to avoid
numerical difficulties. In the case study presented here, the values of the indices (China — HSI, USA — Dow Jones index,
and Brazil — Ibovespa) were normalized, in the considered time horizon (1993–2007), to span values between 0 and 1.
Moreover, because of the many holidays, not always coinciding in dates, it was necessary to synchronize the data, before
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